
Corner Toilet Install 

1. To determine the rough-in location for your corner toilet measure and mark the rough-in length. 

2. Use a straight edge to draw two perpendicular lines from the marks created in the previous 
step. The intersection of these lines will mark the rough-in location. 

3. When the wax ring (not included) and bolts are attached, lift the toilet and align the mounting 
holes with the anchor bolts on the floor for proper placement. 

4. Set the toilet down on the floor and press in place to form a tight seal with the wax ring. Do not 
move the toilet after placement, this could break the watertight seal and cause leakage. 

5. Thread the washers and nuts onto the anchor bolts. 

Tip: Before tightening washers and nuts, verify that your toilet is level. If the toilet is not level place a 
shim under the base of the toilet and adjust as necessary. 

6. When toilet is properly aligned, finish tightening the washers and nuts onto the anchor bolts 
with your adjustable wrench. Do this gradually, alternating from one bolt to the other until both are 
tight. Be sure not to overtighten as this could cause cracks and damage the base of your toilet. 

7. Place bolt caps over the anchor bolts on the base of the toilet. 

Tip: If the anchor bolts extend too far over the top of the washers and nuts, use a hacksaw to trim to the 
correct length. 

8. If you are installing a two piece toilet, slide the tank bolts through the mounting holes on the 
top of the base of the toilet. If your toilet has only one piece, move on to step 9. 

9. Thread washers and nuts onto the tank bolts. Verify that the tank is level and alternately tighten 
the washers and nuts until the tank is resting firmly on the bowl. 

10. Connect the water supply tubes at the bottom of the tank. Turn on the water supply and flush 
the toilet several times to check for any leaks around the back or base. 

11. Attach the toilet seat. 

12. Finish your installation by applying latex caulk or tile grout around the base of the toilet. This will 
finish the joint between your floor and toilet bowl and divert water away from the base of the toilet. 


